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EDITORIAL

All the President’s Polar Bears

Old News:.The United States failed to ratify the Kyofo Protoco!, an international global warming
treaty to commit nations to cutting emissions of greenhouse gase~, and President George W. Bush
refuses tà reconsider it, reiterating on June’29, 2005, “Kyoto,would have wrecked our economy.”

New News: The United States Fish and Wildlife Service IUSFWSI announced on Februery 8, 2006
it was initiating a status review of the polar bear, based on a petition from the Center for Biological
Diversity. The petition is seeking “Threatened” status for the arctic animal under the Endangered
Species Act (ESAI—citing sea ice recession due tè global warming as the greatest threat.

Now it might be hard to get excited about, or even wrap ‘~‘our head around, receding “sea ice.”
know in ~reparation for this editorial, I spent a solid twenty minutes staring at maps depictihg projected
ice coverage of the northernmost bays of Alaska. But.., as it turns out, something equally hard to
ãomprehend is the United State~’s~tance on global warrñing. ‘

Currently, the United States and Australia are the only two countries to have~igned the Kyoto Protocol
and declinedratification—meaning Al Gore’s signature on the treaty doesn’t mean much. And the Bush•
administration has combated the measure since then, using a variety of economic projeàtions and even

“expert” studies suggesting global warming isn’t man-made: Another major deferrent, though, was the
- exemption of India and China under the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change’agreement to

set “common but differentiated responsibilities” for developing countries. Considering China is now
the second largest emitter of greenhouse gases in the world,~l can see why the’Americans and Aussies
have been ~ bit peeved over the double standard. -

On July 28, 2005, an alternative agree~’nent, the so-called Asia-Pacific Partnership for Clean

Developmenf and Climate (APPCDCI was announced. Under the APPCDC, the United States, Australia,
China,.lndia, South Korea, and Japan (i~onical!yl have agreed to cooperate on development and transfer

of technology to enable the reduction.of emissions—but’without any mandatory er’Liforcement or

solidified goals. Really the APPCDC only represents tI’~e five nations’ AA-esque admission’ that there is
a problem—in fact, each country is expected to set t~eir own goals for reducing emissions.

Those ‘conditions in mind, let’s ‘revisit the polar bear situation. In the formal acce’ptance of the
“Threatened’specieC” petition, the USFWS writes: “WealWays.consider the needjor critical habitat
designation when listing species. If we determine in o~ir 12-month finding that listing the polar bear is
warranted, we will address ~he designation of critical habitat in a subsequent proposed rule.”

Thus, according to the ESA, a “Threatened” stätus’would require theU.S.-to enforce prolection
of the polar bear and the arctic ice it depends on for huntf’~g food and migrating—no small endeavor.
In the past year an area of ice the size of Texas l~as been.Iost. And that drartiatic melting.has been
linked to the decline in polar bear population nuri,bers due to starvation and drowning. Enter: the global

warming problem—that ice-melting phenomenon caused bi? greenhoUse,gas emissions. Interestingly,

the United States emits 24 percent—the single largest amount—of the ~c’orid’s greenhouse gases,

according to the U.S. Energy Information Administratio’n’s’2’0Q4~report, mo’Ct of which lover 80%) is’
‘caused by gas-guzzling vehicles. . , ‘ .~

So while I don’t necessarily hope we dis~cover,thát polar bears are dying in droves due to receding
sea ice, I do hope that the United States dbserves their “1Thre~te,ned” status if warranted; and ,that
it forces the United States to make an honest effort to~combat global warming. Since the U.S. has
empowered itself to do... something with the APPCDC, theie mighf be a chance for that something
to be significant. ‘ ‘ , ‘

Perhaps, in the not so distant future, America wiIl’have to dhoose between its 3 ton SUVs and its
1.5 ton polar bears.

Erhardt Graeff
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Students dance at the semi-formal Winter Ball sponsored by the Society of Software Engineers and Alpha Xi Delta on Februrary 10, 2006.
Young Jang/REPORTER Magazine
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You could be reading your own advertisement.
Instead...

You’re reading about how you could be
reading your own advertisement.

Reporter lowered weekly ad rates
for the Rh community this year:

1/4 B&W Page Ad: $50
1/2 B&W Page Ad: $100
Full B&W Page Ad: $200

No regrets.

AIR F•RC OTC
At ochester Institute of T chnology

U.S. AIR FORCE

R•O•T•C
CROSS 5010 THE BLUE

Air Force ROTC (DET 538) at Rochester
Institute of Technology is accepting new

students for the Spring term.
~‘ ‘,c

The Air Force of tomorrow needs
J innovative and technical experts.. .men

A and women who will control the air and
space forces of tomorrow.

If your interested in being part of the
team, contact us at 585-475-5197 or

Email: eafaira@rit.edu



Letters to the Editor

School Spirit

Student Government this past year has had an initiative to increase school spirit and one of those
ways was focusing on school colors. There has been some progress made towards this initiative,
with the student store and groups on campus buying and supplying orange and brown apparel.
But, there is still major room for improvement. The school’s official colors are Orange and Brown
and no one on campus has the right to dictate to the rest of the school how we are perceived
except with what we are officially.

We are the Orange and Brown Tigers of RIT and have been since the school moved the campus
to Henrietta. This year, RIT is in a “branding year” and yet nothing has been done to address this
issue. The website continues to be blue, athletics uses black, the Capital Campaign uses blue, the
Gordon Field House is yellow and blue, and banners that greet interested individuals to RIT are
anything but Orange and Brown.

I am not saying everything needs to be our colors, but big venues that showcase RIT in a
significant way should be RIT-centric. Right now, no thought is put into how to make RIT look
RIT; and that is one thing needing to be focused on. Otherwise, confusion will continue to exist
on this campus as to what we actually are and what students should support. So I encourage all
of RIT to come on board and make a concerted effort to unite RIT under the one thing we all
have in common.

Go TIGERS!

James Macchiano
President
Student Government

On Professorship

I am writing this letter because I believe that the articles in Reporter do influence the policies
and developments at RIT. I was exceptionally pleased with the recent article on student parking
(“Stalking for Spaces” in the January 20, 2006 issue). I think one possible solution for this
problem could be a subterranean parking garage below a future building.

A more pressing concern of mine is the lack of attention the students receive from professors
overwhelmed by research and publishing requirements. I agree this does lend merit to their
teachings but it also takes away time from the students. Recently I tried to fix a problem with my
upcoming schedule. I had to see three advisors before I got a useful answer.

Some of my professors have habitually shown up to class late or inadequately prepared. Seriously
we are paying an astronomical amount of money for an education; shouldn’t the teachers be
focused on us? Another problem with their instructional methods is that they aren’t required to
have any background in education to get a job here. They may be experts in their fields but not all
of the professors are capable of properly communicating information to the students.

Kindergarten through High School teachers are required to turn in detailed lesson plans to
ensure that they are teaching in a manner that facilitates the students actually absorbing the
material. If RIT has a similar policy there is certainly no one enforcing it. I find it ridiculous that
college professors are allowed to “teach” to their own accord. College is hard enough without
unnecessary complications.

Sincerely,
Ben Parker
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“I don’t know how
well I could call
someone ‘brother’

by Sharon Bennett I photo illustration by
Jacob Hannah and David Wright

Imagine being told that you must do push
ups, jumping jacks, and sit-ups until you
pass out; or being tied to a chair and locked
in a dark basement for hours on end just to
prove your commitment to the organization
you want to join. Acts like these fall under
RIT’s newly clarified definition of hazing, and
any organization that violates this policy can
expect serious consequences.

Of course, RIThas neverreallytoleratedhazing
on campus, nor has New York State law. Yet
what has changed is the seriousness of the
crime. Before 2005, the state considered
hazing to be a misdemeanor. Now, hazing is a
felony, which means that anyone convicted of
hazing new members can face several years
of prison time.

RIT, however, hasn’t changed its own policy
on hazing for over a decade, though the policy
itself is unclear about what hazing is. In the
past four years, RIT has seen five incidents

of hazing, one of these hazing incidents
occurring just this past fall. But that doesn’t
include the numerous incidents RIT suspects
go unreported. The new policy will more
clearly define hazing, incorporating language
from the NYS hazing law. One element of this
policy, for example, is that you can be held
responsible for incidents of hazing you know
of, but do not report. This will help to ensure
that students at RIT do not engage in a clearly
illegal practice.

Yet as Emil Sanadoz-Rosada, vice president
of Alpha Epsilon Pi says, It’s most important
for the people coming into the fraternity to
be aware of what their rights are [concerning
expectations of being hazed].. .1 think that
especially at RIT, [hazing] is not that big of
a problem.” Alpha Epsilon Pi simply does
not consider hazing part of its philosophy.
Sanadoz-Rosada adds, “I don’t know how
well I could call someone ‘brother’ if they’re
harassing me or I’m harassing them.”

This sentiment is also felt at Phi Kappa Tau.
Indeed, the fraternity’s own handbook defines
hazing better than RIT’s current definition.
Their fraternity magazine, The Laurel, recently
published a special on hazing that shows how
unethical it is. “What does it really add to the
whole process? It’s detrimental,” says Phi
Kappa Tau member Jonathon Marsh.

Rather than drinking gallons of alcohol, new
pledges to a fraternity or sorority are typically
required to participate in orientation events
and, sometimes grudgingly, complete service
projects. But these initiation requirements are
intended to foster a sense of commitment
to the organization. As these Greeks and
the Center for Campus Life remind us,
membership in a Greek organization “means
working with a group of men or women
who can exchange and stand for common
goals and ideas while being held to a higher
standard than other college students.” RIT’s
hazing policy revisions can be viewed as a
means of ensuring this ideal is maintained.

if they’re harassing
\ meorl’m

harassing them.”

New York State recently changed the punishment for hazing from a misdemeanor to a felony and Rh has in turn changed its policy.

6 NEWS
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Doing Well in “Marketing”
Their Marketing Club

In the past few years, the American Marketing Association (AMA) at
RIT has been in need of some reconstruction. Robert Beucler, a fifth
year Marketing major and president of AMA, wanted to change that:

“I just came back from a co-op in the fall, and I decided to bring the
American Marketing Association back to life.”

AMA is a national association here at RIT, “filled with a rich and long
history,” as Marty Lawlor, the advisor of AMA and professor in the
College of Business, says.

Beucler explains how he and Lawlor, “Put our heads together and came
up with a series of ideas that ultimately reconstructed the club, and set
new goals and aspirations.”

The AMA does just about everything, ranging from members traveling,
selling, and socializing. A trip to Orlando, Florida will be the first time
RIT members of AMA presents themselves at the National AMA
conference, in part, Beucler explains, “.. .to network with professionals
from around the nation.”

One of the many projects is “Reality Series,” for which the club has
set up a group of five teams that will work with the American Red
Cross, ReHouse, a local Abbot’s Custard franchise, Citigroup, and
Care-a-Lot child care (a local daycare chain). Robert explains how
these experiences will allow members of the team to gain “superior
academic, social, and professional experiences through a serious of
in-depth real world projects, innovative events and career launching
networking opportunities.” Reality Series will tackle projects such as
developing full integrated marketing communication plans, market
research studies, internet marketing plans, advertising campaigns,
company brand and the list goes on.

Lawlor explains that the purpose of the club is to “provide opportunity
for marketing majors and other students who want to learn more
about marketing and have some fun doing it.” Right now, there are
approximately 30 members, but by next year, the club anticipates that
returning students will increase that number.

Students in other business fields and outside the College of Business
are more than welcome to join. The club combines international
business, accounting, finance, graphic design, communication, and
mechanical engineering. As one example, AMA is partnering with the
School of Design to create stronger advertising.

Another one of the AMA’s activities was creating rose-sale fundraisers
for Valentines Day. Beucler points out that events like these are how
AMA “develops innovative marketing/advertising/promotions plans
to increase brand awareness of AMA at RIT and to develop unique
fundraisers and events to raise money to fund the Reality Series project
and annual trips.” Some of the regional trips will include visiting places
of business in big cities such as New York City, Boston, and Chicago.
Trips with skiing and white water rafting events will happen along with
many bigger plans to come, but these are still in the works.

Beucler says, “As a reconstructed club, we are determined to grow
into a strong and vibrant organization that will last for years to come.
We are proud of whet we have accomplished this far, but we are not
finished yet.”

To learn more about the American Marketing Association contact
Robert Beucler at rjb3497@rit edu or visit the club website at http://
clubs cob nt edu/ama/

6 111 II
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Dan Curry, a marketing major, speaks about AMA’s upcoming Valentine’s Day flower sale, during their meeting on February 9, 2006.

by Jennifer Scheffler photography by Young Jang
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La Barg~ng ~n~o HoLLywood

by Carl Westgren I illustration by Mike Norton

What do these three movies have in common? Solaris, Spiderman 2,
and Zathura? It’s not the plot holes, rather it’s RIT alumnus Bill La Barge,
a senior technical director for Sony Pictures Imageworks.

“For about as long as I can remember, my goal has been to work in
visual effects and to be doing what I’m doing with my life right now,”
said La Barge. He graduated in 2001 with a B.S. in Computer Science.
La Barge concentrated on graphics software, but also took a few
animation classes. He joined Imageworks in June of 2003.

I chose computer science for a number of reasons. Technically, it was
very challenging and I really wanted to have the knowledge of how
software works and how to write the software in addition to how to use
the software,” said La Barge.

La Barge’s specialty is in the live action genre. Over the past couple
years, he has worked on several films, including Matrix Revolutions
and Peter Pan. Currently he’s working on Spiderman 3, though no one
is allowed to talk about the project because that would be similar to
violating the first rule of Fight Club.

On February 3, La Barge returned to RIT to give a presentation in the
Golisano building. The presentation itself was more of a description of
the visual effects industry than it was about La Barge, though he started
off with a brief description of himself and his job. Then he showed a
demo reel of work done by Imageworks that included The Polar Express,

‘N/~ ~

Big Fish, Matrix Revolutions, Spiderman, Seabiscuit, Charlie’s Angels
(the movie, not the show), Cast Away, The Aviator; Stuart Little, Hollow
Man, What Lies Beneath, Lord of the Rings, and Peter Pan (obviously not
the Disney animated versionl. He added that Sony currently has eight
big projects in production; Superman Returns, Click, Monster House,
Ghost Rider; Beowulf; Spiderrna~i 3, Open Season, and Surf’s Up.

Curien~L~ he~r wori-.~ing on fpidermon ~5,
though no one ix oLt.owed Lo LoL~ obouL
Lhe projecL becouxe Lhot wou~d be ximi~or
Lo vioLoLing Lhe ~crL r~uLe o~ FighL CLub

Several other side reels followed. One video explained the MoCap or
Motion Capture approach used for movies such as The Polar Express.
It’s a system based on little reflective dots detected using special
cameras and software. Then La Barge talked some more about the
technique, which led the audience to another video. There was a trailer
for Robert Zemeckis’ animated feature Monster House as well as one
for Open Season. There was also a tech reel about Open Season, which
summarized the process of computer animation and the various stages
of rendering that take place. The final video was about the live action
feature Zathura. It showed the process of filming a sequence and the
later procedure for adding in the visual effects.

“We provide a tool for the filmmaker. Whatever goal they want to
achieve, that’s why we’re there,” said La Barge.

During the question and answer session, he explained more about his
background. “Through my connections, I was able to get an internship,”
La Barge said.

He found his co-op experience on his own accord; it was not provided
by RIT. He ended up staying on a friend’s couch in Los Angeles while
going door to door to various visual effects companies. He was able
to get an internship with Cinesite, and after four months of interning
was offered a job. After graduation, he was offered several jobs from
companies such as ILM and Digital Domain, but La Barge chose to stay
with the company he was most familiar with. When Cinesite moved
the bulk of its productions to Europe, La Barge took a job at Sony.

It was his concentration on computer graphics and his perseverance to
work in the industry that led La Barge to the career he now holds.

8 NEWS



RiTForecast
compiled by Casey Dehlinger

The Crucible:

7:30 p.m. —10 p.m. Panara Theatre. Arthur Millers allegorical play about

witch hunts. Think McCarthyism $5 Students; $7 Other.

Friday Night at the Ritz:

10p.m. —1 a.m. Ritz Sports Zone. Music a a Phat Phunktiori. Free pizza

for the first 50 guests. Ritz bar and late night menu available. $1.

Broomball Tournament:

10p.m. —4a.m. Ritter Ice Rink. Alpha Ph Omega sponsored two n ght

tournament. Thirty-two teams, single e Imination. Brooms for sticks,

balls for pucks, shoes for skates.

Saturday Snow Bowl:
Noon — 5:30 p.m. behind Gracie’s. Football, flag style. Sponsored by Phi

FEB Delta Theta to support the ALS Foundation. $5.
JLKing:

6:30 p.m. —10 p.m. Webb Auditorium. JLKing speaks to events

within the college community that deal with AIDS and homosexuality.

Sponsored by Alpha Kappa Alpha. Students $5; Other $10.

The Crucible:

7.30 p.m. —10 p.m. Panara Theatre. Arthur Miller’s allegorical play about

witch hunts. Think McCarthyism. $5 Students; $7 Other.

Broomball Tournament:

10p.m. —4a.m. Bitter Ice Rink. Alpha Phi Omega sponsored tournament.

Night two of two. 32 teams. Single elimination. Sweep to success.

CAB Saturday Night Standup:

11 p.m. —1 a.m. Irigle Auditorium. Joe Matarese follows Matt Bellace. $1.

RIT Choral Ensemble Winter Concert:

3p.m. —5p.m. Ingle Auditorium. RIT Singers, Eight Beat Measure, Brick

City Singers, Surround Sound, and Encore perform.

Hunter S. Thompson:

The gonzo journalist ended his life on this day in 2005. Six months later,

his ashes were shot out of a cannon atop a 150-foot tall tower in the

shape of a double-thumbed f st hold ng a peyote button. Johnny Depp

funded the proceedings.

Language Martyr’s Day:

This holiday is celebrated by Bengali-speak ng people for gaining the

right of the mother tongue.

Alumni Career Speaker Series:

Noon—i :30 p.m. Bausch and Lomb Center Al 90. Owayne Shaw speaks

on “Graduating and Trarisitionirig to Work.”

RIT’s Digital Media Library:

3 p.m. — 4 p.m. BIT Library 2nd floor VIA Lab. Showcase your Peer-

reviewed Scholarship in the DML.

Rivers Run Living Lecture:

2 p.m. —4 p.m. CIMS 2240-2220. This is a mini-lecture for Rivers Run

arid will be open to the’public in an effort to give a sampling of what is to

come atthe.Rivers Run Community that is being developed,

CAB Thursday Night Cinema Series:

lOp.m. — Midnight. lngIe Auditorium. Showing Wallace and Gromit:

Curse of the Were-Rabbit.

CrimeWatch
by Casey Dehlinger

‘~“*.~;‘, “~.-,.

1 ‘,,

‘0’ i’’
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February 10, 2006
Campus Safety Office — Policy Change

On February 3, 2006, A Reporterstaff writer reported that at some time
since January 27, Campus Safety Ceased to provide details concerning
the nature of the crimes they investigate. These public access files are
typically obtained, transcribed, and published by Reporter on a weekly
basis. For the time being, Reporter requires that all students police
themselves and report their own crimes to RIT Rings at 585.475.5633.
Or else. But, rest assured, the investigation Continues.

Be sure to tune in next week for the thrilling conclusion.

It’s sort of like ‘who shot JR?’

Actually, it’s more like ‘who harassedJR by sending him an inappropriate
IM?’

To be continued
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19
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Tom Montagliano and Ryan Tiernay (right to left) of Johnny 5 compete in the finals of Tiger Idol in the Clark Gym on Thursday, February 9, 2006.

A h flger Idol, Student Government’s big ‘01 talent show.
This year ten contestants showed up vying for this somewhat
coveted title. For a Thursday night. Clark gym was pretty
full, with maybe 100 people filling the floor and bleachers.
The judges for the night were: Mary-Beth Cooper the vice-
president of Student Affairs, Cory Hoffman the vice president
of Student Government, and Harvey Palmer the dean of
the College of Engineering. James Macchiano. our valiant
leader over in Student Government, MC-ed the whole affair.
The rules were simple: ten acts perform, the judges narrow it
down to five, the acts perform again, and the crowd chooses a
winner based on applause from the top three. The stakes were
high; 500 dollars and transient fame would be bestowed on
the victor.

Dinah Red

The first performer sang “I’m Falling” to pre-recorded music. Her voice
was strong and passionate, The judges agreed, complimenting her on her
singing and presentation. Palmer said, “You sang with a lot of emotion...
yeah.. it was hot.”

Mike and Getch

Next up were a couple of kids with guitars performing an original number,
The judges’ reactions were mixed. Cooper thought “the end of the song was
too abrupt” and Palmer’s concern was that he “couldn’t understand all the
words.” Both were fair critiques of the passionate if somewhat unpolished

Gilbert Hendry

Then came the night’s first shock when a

student in full superhero costume came
on stage with his guitar. His song began
with a few simple words, “this song is
for all the ladies Out there, oh if there are
small children in the room either leave or

‘ear muffs.” The warning was apt as he
launched into a rendition of Tenacious D’s

“Fuck Her Gently.” It was a huge hit with
the crowd, and left Cory with nothing to
say but “nice outfit.” Cooper had a little
more to say, inquiring “was that for the
women or the men?” and saying “the
costume shows great creativity but I don’t
get it” to which our masked performer
explained “uhh, I’m wonder boy.” Cooper
responded with “yes, yes you are.”

Johnny Five

This three-man band performed an original
piece. They were technically solid and
gave a really good performance; it was a
little funk and a little rock with really killer
drums. That was about all the judges had
to say, with Cooper summing it up with

Jamil Khan

Next was a piano composition written by
the performer. It was an impressive show
of creativity and skill. It was also a serious
change of pace, but not an unwelcome
one as the crowd got carried off by the
music. Cory had this to say, “One thing
that I think is hard for piano players to do
is express emotion through a piece...you
did that very well.”

Matt Grajcar performs in the
semi-final round of Tiger Idol on
Thursday, February 9, 2006 in Clark
Gym. Grajcar went on to win first
place and 500 dollars.

Becca Nelson, a comunications major,
in Clark Gym. Becca performed an
original hymn at the Third Annual
Tiger Idol competition held on
Thursday, February 9, 2006.

performance. “good energy, great creativity.”



Matt Grajcar

The night’s first traditional guitarist/singer took the stage and performed a soulful
original piece, which impressed crowd and judges alike Additionally, Man used
a device which played his own guitar back at him allowing him to create some
very impressive layering The judges were full of praise, with Palmer saying

I really I ked the song, it List had a great rhythm

Markell’Williams , -

The next performercame on stage withJamil Khan~iho this time played the role
bf’accompanist. Williams sang “Geo~ia on my Mind,” a song made famous by
Ray. Charles. The performance was professional, and almàst reverent. It struck
a cord with the judges, with ~oopersimpIy.saying”it ~as beautiful, it takes you
st~aight to Georgia.” ..-‘ “ ‘ ‘ : ‘ ‘ ‘

Becca Nelson

The night’s second singer-songwriter took the stage performing a song she
described as a hymn It was simple and powerful, as she stated she “wanted
to wr te a song about Jesus “ Her passion and faith were made obvious through

her performance, good guitar work and imoressive vocals Tf e judges were
impressed, with Palmer saying, “l’Jo question your passion comes through in

every word “ —

Ivory

Last but not least was RIT’s very own white rapper, Ivory. His performance was
~ engaging and very RIT centered including one point where he yelled Out “when

I sayS, yell say G.” His rap centered both on the usual topics (growing up in the
hood, etcetera) and on less traditional topics like Disney. Palmer perhaps put it

best when he said, “it was pure entertainment.”

rn The show then took a brief intermission during which the judges tallied scores.

Z Jamil Khan, Matt Graicar, Becca Nelson, Johnny Five, and Ivory all made it to thesecond round. Apparently original compositions were judged very highly at this
year’s Tiger Idol, as everyone in the second round had performed original pieces.
Not having a second original piece prepared probably hurt Khan, keeping him out
of the finals despite his impressive technical ability.

For his second performance, Matt Grajcar really pulled Out all the stops. Technically< speaking this piece was much more difficult, and his guitar and vocals were still
spot on. He really impressed with his honest vocals and commanding stage
presence. He was followed by Nelson’s second showing in which she performed
a simple love song called “Green.” When all was said and done at the end of the

~ night, Grajcar’s superior instrumental skill was more effectively shown and likely< contributed to Nelson not making the final three.

Ivory was up next. Ever the performer, he danced with the interpreter and
provided a greater depth of lyrical content, rapping about religion and politics as

~. well as giving a shout Out to both SG and CAB. His second performance was
somehow more energetic and exciting than his first, though he professed to “still
be winded” from his first set.

(/) Lastly, Johnny 5 retook the stage playing an eclectic piece called “Manic
~ Depressive.” It was another solid show from this impressive RIT band. However,

it lacked some of the song-writing skill of their first piece. Technically, they were

_i< also a bit sloppier this time around.

Q Macchiano then called the three contestants up on stage for the final decision. The
crowd, which had swelled to about 200 by this point, responded enthusiastically

• to all three performers with Matt Grajcar being the clear favorite, Ivory ended
up taking second with Johnny 5 coming in third. I tried to get a word with our
new Tiger Idol but his ecstatic friends literally carried him out of the gym on
their shoulders. The competition at this year’s Tiger Idol was fierce and really
showcased the broad range of talent present at RIT.
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Vagina Monologues has an admirable goal: to prevent violence against women.
The proceeds of the performance are donated to Campus Advocacy, Response
and Suppdrt (CARES)—a program for victims of sexual assault, relationship
violence, and stalking. In general, proceeds from the “V-Day” campaign are
donated to local organiiations whose mission is also to prevent violence against
women. The program states that nationwide, Vagina Monologues has raised an
impressive $6.5 million dollars.’’

For those unfamiliar, Vagina Monologues is a series of skits based on interviews
with real women which are woven together to create a play. The performance
began with a silly account of all the words people use for a woman’s “down there.”
Other principal topics included: the “hair down there,” orgasms, menstruation,
genital mutilation, domestic violence, masturbation, self discovery, short skirts,
and lesbian lust.

The most touching section was performed by Blair Brown and Heather Pavey.
In this monologue, the actresses described the brutal rape and mutilation of
Bosnian women refugees by soldiers. Visually, the play was perfectly executed.
Each actress wore a unique black and red outfit. The simplistic set design was
flawless, and all of the actresses delivered impeccable performances. The play
was performed simultaneously in ASL and voice. One of the best parts of the
performance, was the presence of the deaf actresses. Their graceful movements
offered a dynamic interpretation of each monologue’s message.

As I watched the sexually charged skits, I looked around the room at most of the
males in the audience. In one skit, a very attractive blonde hearing actress with
her breasts partly exposed proceeded to act Out an orgasm on stage while she
described the word “cunt.” Both she and her deaf counterpart were fantastic
and had both women and men squirming in their seats. The skit entitled “My
Short Skirt,” also received the full attention of the audience. When two actresses
appeared on stage in vixen boots and short skirts, the men cheered the loudest
they had all night. This was paradoxical since the women went on to describe that
they wore short skirts for themselves, not for any man. The evening was packed
with sexually explicit subjects and smutty language, Indeed, many of the male
audience members claimed to be aroused by a few of the cruder skits.

There was something strangely conflicted about the play itself though. If it was
supposed to be about preventing violence, why were only four of the nineteen
skits about violence? Do women feel that talking about how their vagina’s smell is
empowering? Why was there barely a trace of women having positive experiences
with men? How does this play prevent violence against women? These are
some of the questions that the play forces you to answer for yourself. Some
people commented that they thought the play was “entertaining” or “funny.” It
probably comes as no surprise that a portion of our society values vulgarity as
entertainment. Vagina Monologues proposes that indecency and crudeness can
effectively be used to empower women and to prevent violence against them.

But maybe that’s the point. Maybe the appeal of the play, its widespread success,
its very effectiveness, is couched in exactly this belief. Vagina Monologues is
attempting to reclaim a woman’s body for herself by reclaiming the vulgarity used
to objectify her body and her relationship to sex. Once these terms are redefined
in an empowering way women will no longer be subtlety victimized by their
current state of use. Shock itself is part of the play’s intent, It’s supposed to shock
you awake and shock you into thinking about these issues, It does not demand a
particular interpretation or a particular set of solutions; it just demands a reaction,
which should be followed by reflection.

Whether in the end, the sexually explicit nature of the play overwhelms its
message, is a question only the viewer can answer. That being said, the fact that
the play raises awareness of violence against women is indisputable.

The ~aUdIe~1ce.ap~Dlauds tti~i~st’of V~giña Monologues at the end of their performance in Ingle Auditorium on February 10, 2006. Young Jang/REPORTER Magazine

Vaginas -Sound Qff

he Saturday perfOrmance of RIT’s ~ixth annual casting of Vagina Monologues
began’ belatedly”at 8:25 p.m. In mi) five years here, I had never seen Vagina
Monologues and did not know what to expect. The auditonum was nearly full. To
my surprise, th’ere were a r~umber of guys brave enough to attend, although most
appeared to have been cJr~ggedbyt~iei? girlfriends. The pre -show atmosphere was
beautifully done and helped to se~ the mood. A black and white slideshow of the
áctre~ses du~in~’ rehearsal Was projected on the stage, while “girl power” music
played in the background. ‘
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AL’ISON SMITH ~

w

Animals
“Alison Smith’has,writton a’bekutiful,

completely ‘unsentimental
memoir so full of love and eorro~

and the stuff of everyday
~‘ thatyouliveinitas

- , . much as read it:’
,~‘c, —Anna Quindlen

-- 1~_~ --‘i
Give this book to someone else, or return
it to Walloce library by March 23, 2006.

IFALLOF
R+T

READ THE
SAME BOOK

K ~ R IE~S

Details on back caverl

RCAOING GROUP GUrDE NO OE

Some ofyou who are reading this article may have
at one point in your life read a book, Books are
like articles but they are generally longer, they
are normally made from paper, they are sold in
special stores, and once a year given out forfree at
the RIT Library.

ach year a novel is selected by Writers &
Books (an organization that promotes writing
and reading in the Rochester community) and the
novel spawns a four-month process called “If All
of Rochester Read the Same Book Essentially
Writers & Books chooses a text, and then the
Wallace Library releases fifty free copies to the
RIT community. Then students, staff, and faculty
alike go to the library and pick up the book—no
checkout required—and then hopefully read
the book. Then ideally the book gets returned,
or passed on to a friend. Then everyone at RIT
(who read the book, or tried, or just wants to talk
about it) meets up on March 23, to discuss the
book, and have snacks in the Idea Factory.

This is Wallace Library’s third year running the
program and Writers & Books’ fifth. The final
conversation about the book really is a lovely
occasion and one that I highly recommend you
attend. Though, I am biased. You see for the last
two years I have twice been the only student

to attend the final book discussion. Two years
running it has been a number of RIT staff and
faculty, and myself, having snacks and chatting
about Leif Enger’s Peace Like a River and Andrea
Barrett’s Servants of the Map. Which really brings
me to the question, are students reading books?

Wallace Library released the book just over two
weeks ago, and within three days every copy
was taken from the display. Maybe the staff and
faculty took the books before the students could
get a hold of them. This is possible, I have seen
students in the library, but I don’t often see them
browsing the shelves, It is also conceivable that
students do read the book, but they are all too
busy with classes to stop by the wrap-up event.
This is a very practical solution, but I find it hard
to believe Thursday afternoons are that busy.
However, after a serious investigation I think
the most probable answer is that a book monster

comes and “steals” all the free books before
anyone gets them.

If you lack faith in book monsters and their
veracious appetites, then it is more than likely
RIT has a student populous that no longer reads
books. Books are long; Alison Smith has written
a three-hundred page account of the death of
her brother Roy, and the story of her family over
the ensuing three years. Books also occasionally

broach confrontational topics, ranging in this
novel from adolescent death, sibling grief,
religious upbringings, and sexual awakening.
Books like this are also poignant for those of
us who have some affection for Rochester, as
Smith grew up in this city, and almost the entire
book takes place within the city limits. And why
would students want to embrace diverse topics,
community involvement, and a discussion with
fellow students?

So I recommend this: find a copy of this book—
someone needs to track down the book monster.
If you’re not in a hunting mood, Campus
Connections sells it, the library may or may
not have free copies, and other booksellers
and libraries off campus may also have copies
available. You could even ask a friend if they
have a copy floating around in their dorm room,
and try reading it. Start slow, maybe a few
pages a day, decide if you like being pulled into
a world that is not your own, grow to love the
characters that are developed, and try to follow
their stories through to the end. In a month,
come by the Idea Factory and let me know what you
thought of Alison Smith’s Name All the Anintals.

Alison Smith http://www.namealItheanimals.com
AlT Discussion Board http://library.rit.edu/smith/blog
Writers & Books Website http://www.wab.org

IfAll of RIT Would Read
by Patrick KeLley

Join in a lively discussion of Name All the Animals

from 3:00 — 4:30 p.m. in the Idea Factory (1st floor)

of Wallace Library on Thursday, March 23.
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Medium 1 Topping Pizza
With choice of
1 OWings or Salad

$12 .55÷tax
i coupon per order

Expires 3-31-06

Pick-u. or Deliver
I Large 1 Topping Pizza

loWings $15.55

120 Wings $19.55

Expires 3-31-06

i Pick-u. or Deliver
• PIZZA PARTY.

• Sheet Pizza 32 Slices
I 1 Topping

w/30 Wings

I $29.95+tax
1 coupon per order

I Expires3-31-06Pick-u. or Deliver
FREE 2 Liter

with any Regular
priced order of

I $15.OO÷tax

Pick-up Only

i STUFFED SHELL
w/GARLIC BREAC

I $5.55Tuesdays Only
No Other Coupons

Expires 3-31-06

Pick-up Only
I STEAK SUB

LOADED + 20 oz. SODP
(small subi

$5.55+tax

I Tuesdays OnlyNo Other Coupons
Expires 3-31-06

Pick—U - -. • ••••

Delivery
Dine-In • OLD FASHIONED : B KS I

PIZZERIA: AHe~
.

Your Only Full Menu Pizzeria

IF~ck-u.orDeIiv~ T — — —Pick-up Only
LARGE PIZZA
W MOZZARELLA

$5.55
Mondays Only

No Other Coupons
Expires 3-31 06

Pick-up Only

PIZZA
8” SM 12”MED 16”LG

19”THIN 18”x 24” SHEET

CALZONES

JUMBO WINGS
BBQ-SWEET&SOUR

OUR OWN MILD OR HOT

SUBS
HOT-COLD-BAKED

FRESH BAKED BREAD

WRAPS
CHICKEN CEASER

BUFFALO CHICKEN
CAJUN CHICKEN

- SALADS
FRESH ROMAINE

GRILLED CHICKEN
ANIPASTO-TUNA TOPPED

PASTA DINNERS
LASAGNA-SPAGHETTI-SHELLS

PARM DINNERS
CHICKEN-VEAL-EGGPLANT

BURGERS
GRILLED TO ORDER

CHICKEN
NUGGETS-FINGERS

SANDWICHES-DINNERS

15 pc Jumbo Wing
I Choice of Sauce

Wednesdays Only
No Other Coupons

Expires 3-31-06

SIDES
STEAK FRIES

ONION RINGS

ZUCCHINNI

MUSHROOMS

MOZZ. STICKS

PIZZA FINGERS

POTATO SKINS

VEGGIE DISH

JALAPENO POPPERS

I

527-0200 1735 Scottsville Road
Across the River

Salvatores.com

Bringing Back Good Times
and

Great Food!!!

527—02 00 1 Coupon per orderI Expires 3-31-06

~ Lb~°o ~ ~X!~J 0 ~ c~~c~x~b~y @~10

HUR$D Y
-RU RY.3cJ

UQ~E~ ~IWUR$DG’Y

~ ‘~‘ (
-\

60 ~rowi’is g.acc: ~ochcste~ NY
5S5~2524~0

-S -f ~

o ted b ... -\~:•. .‘~:-.:

- $
LAGUflA BEAOII;C

‘~ffe€’~ Diner
Home of the Famous “Mile High Pie”!

10% Student Discount!
Dine in or Take-Out

3131 W. Henrietta Road
Rochester, NY 14623

585-292-0130

Hours:
Sun. 7a.m. - 7p.m.

Mon-Thur 7:30 a.m. - 9p.m.
Fri-Sat 7:30a.m. - 10p.m.

4 “We can cater your next party!”



AT YOUR LEISURE I Things, Stuff, and People too...

STREAM
OF FACTS
FEBRUARY 17th

February 17, 1958, Pope Pius XII declares
Saint Clare of Assisi the patron saint of
television.

Saint Clare could miraculously see Catholic
mass on the wall of her room when she was

too sick to attend.

Peter Harris popularly known as Blu Peter, but
who sometimes moonlighted as Mass, is an
electronic dance music record producer and
disc jockey from South Wales who pioneered
the Nu-NRG music genre in the late 1990s.

New South Wales is known the world over
for the picturesque harbor of its capital,
Sydney. Sydney is Australia’s oldest and
largest city and a centre of international
finance.

Pearl Harbor is a war film released in the
summer of 2001 by Touchstone Pictures. It
stars Ben Affleck, Alec Baldwin, Jon Voight,
Josh Hartnett, Kate Beckinsale, Cuba Gooding
Jr., Jaime King, and Jennifer Garner. Oh yeah,
it also sucked.

Ben Affleck will have a cameo appearance
in the summer of 2006 movie Clerks 2, the
sequel to the cult phenomenon Clerks.

The Cameo is a type of apple, discovered
by chance in Washington. The apples have a
creamy orange color with bright red stripes,
and are firm and crisp with an aromatic flavor.

Apple butter is a highly concentrated form of
applesauce, produced by Iong,slow cooking
of apples with cider or water to a point where
the sugar in the apples caramelizes.

Although California has overtaken Wisconsin
in the production of milk and butter,
Wisconsin still produces more milk per capita
than any other state in the Union.

QUOTE
Those who dream by night in the dusty
recesses of their minds, wake in the
day to find that it was vanity: but the
dreamers of the day are dangerous
men, for they may act on their dreams
with open eyes, to make them
possible. — Thomas Edward Lawrence

Limerick by Brian Garrison

Behind green thick bushes he’s cov
ered, Secret Admirer hov
ers. Waiting apart,
with fast beating heart,
But no one reciprocates love.

REPORTER
ECOMMEN’S

Taking a freaking vacation. Jeez it seems like
we’ve been in this school place for forever!
Luckily it’s almost time for our strangely un
spring like spring break. It may still be cold
and snowy but still, try and get out there and
relax. I think I’m going dog sledding...pretty
usual spring break stuff.

JUMBLE
Rep tiles
lorccoied
olsmngteari (2 words)
elhnocame
uaa i ng
ntetearalsk
rodoaynth (2 words)
glotailra
coekg
agaam
argdokondmoo (2 words)

On February 17, 1992, a court in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin sentences serial killer Jeffrey
Dahmer to life in prison.

RANDOM REVIEW
A rising star in the worid of web-comics, www,goats.com is a relatively brainless pleasure. It’s a
four-days-a-week strip which follows the unusual misadventures of two web designers and their
veritable menagerie of anthropomorphic pets. Diablo the Chicl’~n, Bob and Neil the aliens, fish
in a beer mug, and of course the sexually potent goat weave in and out of faidy simple plot lines
which tend to center around sitting in bars and wandering around hell.

S u do ku
5 7 6

9 4

8 53

6 4

243 951

9 8

81 3

6

4 2 7

If you’ve never done one of these, this is how it works: each
row and column should contain the numbers 1-9 once and
each of the blocks should contain each number once too.
The answer is on the website, go check it out!

uo6eup opotuo~ eweOg o~,a6 joleOlile pool Ao,Oq
e~eusoIlIeu ecenO, uoaIowelp Jolsuow e~i6 .o(Ip000JD
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WHEN KEN CAN’T COPI
Eating Disorders Cross the Gender Barrier
by Monica Donovan illustration by Brittney Lee

I’ve known Jeanette (name changed) for almost six years. We’ve sewn clothes together,
gotten high together, taken road trips together, gone on walks together, and eaten
Thanksgiving dinner together.

But we’ve never thrown up together.

Last week I found out that one of my best friends, Jeanette, has bulimia. She didn’t tell
me. Our mutual good friend did. He made me swear not to tell.

I was totally thrown. Jeanette—bulimic? The thought had never, not once, crossed my
mind in our five years and six months of friendship. Why did she do it? She’s beautiful.
How did it happen? She seems fine with herself.

And why the hell didn’t she tell me?



The Secret Disorder

“Thirty-six percent of people ow
someone with an eating disor er.”

Thirty-six percent of people know someone with an eating disorder.
Most of them don’t know it. The intense secrecy associated with eating
disorders makes it difficult to pin down exact figures, but it is estimated
that 11 million people suffer from eating disorders such as anorexia
and bulimia. Approximately 25 million more struggle with binge eating
disorder. This makes for a staggering number of people suffering from
eating disorders in various intensities. Without treatment, up to 20% of
people with serious eating disorders die.

Eating disorders, especially anorexia and bulimia, tend to be
stereotyped as “girl” diseases. When someone says, “anorexia,” the
average person envisions a young white woman. Statistics show that
this is far from the truth. Recent studies show that as many as 10%
people being treated for eating disorders are men. The Eating Disorder
Association estimates that the true ratio is probably higher. Professor
Arnold Anderson of the University of Iowa School of Medicine, leading
expert on males and eating disorders, takes the figures even further.
He says that they probably come closer to 20% in adults and 25% in
pre-teens and teenagers.

The Superheroes We Love

If Barbie were life-sized, her bust would be 39 inches, her waist 18
inches, and her hips 33 inches. Because of her size three feet, she
would have to walk on all fours...

Heard this before? It’s the well-known rallying cry against Barbie
from parents and anorexia nervosa groups across the country. Their
argument is that Barbie lowers the self-esteem of young girls and leads
to problems with body image later in life.

How about this? If the X-Men action figure, Wolverine, were life-
sized, his biceps would be 32 inches around. That’s the approximate
circumference of a basketball.

The nineties saw a tremendous rise in the marketing of the ideal male
body, throwing it into the fray with the already-saturated market of the
ideal feminine form. Like women, men are now seeing their ideal body
everywhere. This includes metrosexual male models, chiseled rappers,
reality shows, advertisements from companies like Axe, and even our
favorite action heroes.

Julie Leonardo, a nurse practitioner at the Student Health Center, notes
the modernity of eating disorders. “I think that they’ve been identified
more since the 20th century began,” she says. “Before then, because
[work] was so physical, if you weighed more you could probably work
harder.” Being thin and fragile, she says, meant that a person probably
couldn’t withstand major infections.

Leonardo traces even further back in civilization. “Some people
question [why] saints would go and fast for days on end,” she says.

“Was that because of eating disorders or for purification?” Here, complex
questions arise about the fine lines between healthy body maintenance,
religious faith, and the inevitable rush that comes from purging oneself.

How it Begins

There are a lot of “whys” for eating disorders. It’s often a combination
of biological and environmental factors, varying from person to person.
Cultural stereotypes and ideals are a strong element for most people
with eating disorders. There can also be a biological component. “Some
people are born with a sensitivity of temperament,” says Kathleen Kane,
a staff counselor at the Counseling Center. “This makes it harder for
them to get the kind of validation they need.”

Not finding that validation, according to Kane, can lead people to look
outside of themselves to find it in order to complete their self-image. “The
issue is self-esteem,” she says. “Maintaining an image of themselves as
well as dealing with the anxiety that comes with meeting expectations
of yourself.” The manner in which anorexics and bulimics deal with that
anxiety is where eating disorders become dangerous.

Anorexics and bulimics use many ways of coping. Anorexics may work
out excessively and eat regularly, or they may not work out at all and
simply stave off food. Bulimics may binge and then induce vomiting, or
they may eat regularly’or very little and then vomit, which is considerably
more harmful. A person with an eating disorder can engage in any
combination of these symptoms. It is also not uncommon for an anorexic
person to end up bulimic.
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Most men who develop eating disorders are overweight to begin with.
This is in sharp contrast to women, who are often of average weight
when they develop their own eating disorders. “Most [of these] men
have been teased or ridiculed for being overweight growing up,” explains
Leonardo. “Some of the eating disorder is a reaction to that.”

For men, eating disorders stem from a slightly different place than that
of women. Where women are stereotypically expected to be thin, men
are expected to be muscular and powerful so that they can gain wealth
and power and defend their fragile female companions.

Aimee Solomon, a staff counselor at the Counseling Center, validates
this. “Some studies show that men have more pressure to prove
their masculinity,” she says. She expresses that, in the end, social
stereotypes could be stripped away to reveal a human emotional core.

“Really, they’re a lot alike,” says Solomon. “Men have feelings and
family too.”

“It’s expected for guys to slam down a beer and wolf down pizza,” says
Leonardo of the cultural expectations placed on males. She explains
that, for men, it’s not necessarily about being thinner, but more about
being bulked up to meet cultural expectations. “It’s that obsession or
discomfort with the body.. .wanting to be healthier and getting out of
control with it,” she says. “When is too much too much?”

The Risk for Athletes

Diet, exercise, training, regimen. These are words closely associated
with athletes. Certain kinds of athletes watch their weight more than
others. Wrestlers, for example, are required to maintain a precise body
weight in order to say within their weight class. This requires a strict
physical regimen and constant body consciousness.

“I do think that there’s a risk of eating disorders in men and women who
have to maintain certain weights to be competitive,” says Kane. Dance,
gymnastics, swimming, running, bodybuilding, and rowing are other
sports in which athletes may be at higher risk for eating disorders
than others.

u olverine
oul. •e

Hurdles to Recovery

Eating disorders aren’t called “secret disorders” for nothing. It can be
years or even decades before a person is able to speak out about
their eating disorder. I find myself shocked by Jeanette’s own secret-
keeping abilities.

For men, there are even more obstacles: the social implications of
admitting to an eating disorder. The characterization of bulimia and
anorexia as female disorders can be threatening to a man’s image and
masculinity, making it harder for him to admit that there is a problem
and seek help.

Another difficulty for heterosexual men in seeking help is the association
between eating disorders and the gay community. “In the gay community,
there are expectations to look a certain way; to be attractive, to be thin,”
Kane points out. The result is that when eating disorders and men are
a topic of discussion, homosexuality often is, too. She says that this
can make it more difficult for heterosexual men to come forward. “It’s
another layer that men have to go through to face it,” she says.

Speaking Out

To make things even harder for men, most treatment centers and eating
disorder support groups are designed for women and are populated
almost exclusively by women. Most men feel extremely uncomfortable
listening to women talk about lost menstrual periods and other female-
oriented sexual, emotional, and social issues in support groups. But
male or female, all people with eating disorders require professional
help to recover.

The Counseling Center hosted Eating Disorder Awareness Week this
week, from February 13—17. Their activities include eating disorder
screenings (in person and offline), lectures, films, and a “Great
Jeans Giveaway.”

These activities are meant to not only spread awareness, but also to
give the Student Health Center and the Counseling Center a better idea
of the existence of eating disorders on campus. “We’re asking much
more detailed questions in the screenings this year,” says Solomon.
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the marketing of the ideal male

In Kane’s years here, she has seen five men come in for treatment of eating
disorders. She says, however, those are the people who come in specifically
seeking eating disorder treatment. “I have seen men who come in with anxiety
or depression or relationship issues who have eating disorders who have
varying levels of interest in working on the eating disorder,” she notes. “I have
seen men who suspected an eating disorder, but have denied it.” Kane notes,
once again, the intense secret-keeping involved with eating disorders.

“It’s a very, very powerful thing,” says Leonardo. “Really, it’s easier said than
done.” She told the story of one patient who came in for treatment of her
eating disorder, worked with the staff, and then decided not to give it up just
yet. One day, the student was driving to campus and became overwhelmingly
dizzy while sitting behind the wheel. “She was so scared she was going to
hurt another person,” said Kane. That was the moment where she realized
that she needed help. She went to the SHC and Counseling Center staff
once more.

“She just emailed me the other day,” says Leonardo proudly. “It’s been a year
since she binged or purged. She really took advantage of everything.” Each
person, says Leonardo, must come to his or her own terms for treatment.

It is not only the sufferer who must come to terms. Family and friends of those
with eating disorders have decisions to make as well, if they do happen to
find out what’s going on. The most important thing friends and family can do
for the person, say several medical sites online, is to love them. There are
risks involved: creating tension, scaring the person.. .maybe even losing a
great friendship.

Personally, that’s a risk I’m willing to take.

Today, a day the Counseling Center calls “Fearless Friday, a day without
dieting,” there will be screenings in the SLC upper lobby, the second floor of
LBJ, and the Idea Factory in the Library. There’s also a movie, “Dying to be
Thin,” in Clark B in the SAU at 2p.m. with a discussion following afterwards.

‘~‘~
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Pounds
Dieting the hard way
by Tom Cookson I illustration by Brittney Lee

Porn vs. Diet. What would you put your money on? If you said porn,
you were wrong. Googling “porn” will return an impressive 38 million
web pages, but it doesn’t even come close to “diet.” “Diet” returns
over 215 million results from googlefight.com.

That’s a lot of diets.

You will find the primary results from Googling “diet” also reveal a
considerable amount about diet culture today. The first result you
get isn’t a link to, let’s say, the American Heart Association’s page
on dieting, or any kind of guide to healthy eating. It’s a link to
Atkins.com, the diet created by a man whose death was fraught with
rumors of obesity and heart disease.

That’s not the only fad diet people might find interesting. In fact, if you
look hard enough, you will find there is pretty much a diet for everyone.
There’s the Popcorn and Chocolate diet, the Lazy Zone Diet and even
the Hacker’s Diet (subtitled: “How to lose weight and hair though
stress and malnutrition”). The abundance of diets we have to choose
from could be considered a good thing. After all, different people have
different needs. But, the question is: Do these diets work?

Fa D”eting
“In most cases, fad diets don’t work,” said associate director of the
RIT Student Health Center Tim Keady. “They may be an incentive
to get people to eat differently—which isn’t always a bad thing. But
the reality is, in most cases, people do not maintain a fad diet very
long.” The key word here is ‘maintain.’ A lot of fad diets are effective,
at least in the short term, but the reasons they can be effective usually
have to do with the fact that they encourage the consumption of fewer
calories, exercise, and drinking lots of fluids—the underpinnings of
any successful diet.

While these diets may produce results right off the bat, it’s very
common for people to quickly gain back the weight they lost after
they get off the diet. This is because changing how much you eat
for a couple of months won’t keep that weight off for the rest of your
life. Even sustaining these often harsh diets for a long period of time
can be difficult, like the infamous cabbage soup and grapefruit diets.
Keady remarked, “Eating more fruits isn’t a bad thing, but when
you start eating essentially just fruits it becomes a problem. It not
something you can maintain for very long.”

ealth Issues
One of the key problems with fad diets is that they often aren’t
nutritionally balanced. Many, such as the Atkins diet, are very high
on saturated fat, and therefore aren’t nearly as healthy as regular
dieting. Combine that with fad diets’ tendencies to avoid exercise—a
crucial part of dieting—and you have a seemingly unhealthy way to
become healthy.

a Kidney,
Lose5)

a



“in most cases, it’s very easy to eat well and exercise.
The roblem is t at e pie generally don’t want to hear that.”

The American Heart Association (AHA) has “declared war” on fad diets.
Their position may be justifiably bitter, as they cited several diets that
falsely claim to be produced by the AHA. If anyone tells you that the
3-day, 7-day, or cabbage soup diet is from the AHA, they’re probably
lying. Far more disturbing than knowing these diets aren’t actually
endorsed by AHA is knowing the people who invented the diets, or
pushers somewhere along the line, would falsely claim they are.

On their website, the AHA claims, “[Fad dietsi can undermine people’s
health, cause physical discomfort, and lead to disappointment when
people regain their weight soon after they lose it.” They also say that,

“Many fad diets are based on ‘food folklore,’ some dating back to the early
19th century... Ideas about ‘fat burningfoods’and ‘food combining’ are also
classified by the American Heart Association as unsubstantiated myths.”

Dietng ig t
Eating right and exercising are ultimately what make a person healthy—
but this may seem to be a daunting task for many RIT students. It isn’t,
according to Keady: “In most cases it’s very easy to eat well and exercise.
The problem is that people generally don’t want to hear that.”

He recommends eating several small, healthy meals a day. If you
are going to start to try losing weight, start by documenting what you
nbrmally eat and the calories these foods contain. Then, reduce that
amount by about one-third. As Keady quipped on my way out, “Eat one
more meal if you want to gain weight, you basically eat one less meal if
you want to lose weight—it’s very simple. It isn’t rocket science.”

As general advice, Keady stressed choosing a diet that you could
maintain for the rest of your life. Choose healthy foods that you like to eat
and practice a way of exercising that you find enjoyable on a regular basis.

“It isn’t rocket science.”

TeBoo Lie
There’s no free ride when it comes to losing weight and being healthy.
Although fad diets may help you lose weight quickly, chances are they
won’t make you healthy or help you keep the weight off. That would
require a permanent change of lifestyle.

If this sounds like an imposing task, realize that at the end of the day, it’s
really the only option if you seriously want to improve your health—and
those who say otherwise rarely have your best interests in mind.

Link o the A’s I let web age:
http://www.americanheart.org/presenter.jhtml?identifier5O3



ATTENTION
New York drivers.

Thanks to the New York State Point and Insurance
Reduction Program, you can save on your New York
vehicle insurance premiums and reduce your violation
points by taking a National Safety Council Defensive
Driving Course.

In just 6 hours you can:
Reduce your collision’ and liability insurance
premiums by up to 10% for three years.

~- Receive up to a four (4) point reduction on
your NY driving record (may be taken every
18 months for point reductions).

~ Sharpen your driving skills.

For more information, or to locate a
class near you, call 800.962.3434
and ask for extension xl 23.
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Q: If you cou[d be the opposite sex for a day, what wou[d you do?

“I would stand at a urinal all
day long.
Koko Walters
Third Year
Photojournalism

‘I

“Go to the bar and get free
drinks.’
Ben Voegele
Fourth Year
Biochemistry

“I would be the same.”
Bigyan Sijapati
Fifth Year
Electrical Engineering
Technology

“You should ask Tom, he’s
dealt with that.”
Justin Hamson
Third Year
Computer Science

—

I would eat whatever I want.”
Lilena Harris
Third Year
Accounting

“I would go shopping.”
Nate Rotunnoz
Second Year
Computer Engineering

1’•

“I would have sex with a girl.”
Megan Soriano
Second Year
Finance

)

“Stare at myself in the mirror.
Take a lot of pictures.”
Billy Stewart
Fourth Year
Fine Art Studio

I
I

“I’d pee in the snow.”
Elizabeth Jacob
Third Year
Illustration

“Figuring this is RIT, I would
show it off. Maybe actually
get some.”
Robert Joslyn
Second Year
Electrical Engineering

“I would massage myself
and see how it feels. Having
breasts is a luxury. I would be
a pretty attractive girl.”
David Kuo
Fifth Year
Information Technology

“Get free drinks at the bar.”
Nick Mesrobian
Second and a Half Year
Photojournalism
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SPORTS
by José Plaza

Men’s Track and FieLd
February 3: RIT Hosted the RIT Invitational,
where the pole vault and 4x4 relay records
were broken by the RIT Mens Track team.

Event Winners
400-Meter Dash: Matt Bango (51.28)
1-Mile Run: Nate Lowe (4:20.18)
1000-Meter Run: Eric Enwright (2:40.46)
55-Meter Hurdles: Jimmy Sorel 17.99)
4 x 400 Meter Relay: RIT ‘A’ 13.29.1 6)
Pole Vault: Michael Herb 14.55 ml

Women’s Track and Field
February 3: The Women’s Track and Field
eam had an outstanding showing at the flIT

Invitational.

Event Winners
200-Meter Dash: LaKeisha Perez 126.79)
55-Meter Hurdles: LaKeisha Perez (8.70)
400-Meter Dash: Danielle Simmons 15:23.78

I~ 1-Mile Run: Trisha Sliker 15:23.78)
1000-Meter: Adrienne Gagnier (3:13.71)

Men’s Basketball
February 3: RIT had things going there way in
an impressive 97-71 win over Elmira College.
Not only did they shoot over 66% from the
field, but they also tied a school record with
16-three-pointers made. Barrett Zeinfeld led
the Tigers with 25 points for the game.

February 4: The Tigers lost a close game
against Ithaca College at Clark Gym by a score
of 87-82. RIT’s Fran Snyder had an explosive
offensive game, scoring a career high 35
points, along with 7 boards and 2 assists.

February 7: RIT defeated Nazareth College
in Empire 8 action. Five Tigers scored in the
double figures, led by Tim Bacon’s 16 points,
to lift RIT 78-68 in the win.

February 10: Empire 8 rival Utica College,
put a slight damper on the Tigers’ impressive
offensive playing the past week by defeating
them 71-64. Nevertheless, Rob Hampton had
a career high 21 points on the game.
Record through 2/10/06: 13-9 Overall, 7-4
Empire 8



Women’s BasketbaLl
February 3: The Lady Tigers suffered a tough loss at the hands
of Elmira College, 70-49. The Lady Tigers were close at the
end of the first half, but weren’t able to keep up in the second
half. RIT was led by Margot Sandy’s 10 points in the game.

February 4: The Lady Tigers hosted Ithaca College in Empire
8 action. flIT lost by a pair of tie-breaking free throws with
seconds left in regulation, resulting in a 60 58 final score in
favor of the guest.

February 7: flIT lost their third game in a row in Empire
8 action, this time to Nazareth College. The final score
in the game was 55-52. Margot Sandy was the only
Lady Tiger to score in double figures, with 13 points for
the game.

February 10: Utica College handed RIT a 65-44 loss at Utica.
On a brighter note, Christina Ermie became the new all-time
leader in steals for RIT, recording her 221st for her career
(previous record was 220 held by Ellen Monile).
Record through 2/10/06: 5-16 Overall, 2-9 Empire 8

Men’s Hockey
February 4: A close 2-2 tie between RIT and Bowling Green
was brought to a halt by a Bowling Green goal with less than
a minute left in the game. Goals from Rob Tarantino and
Simon Lambert had matched Bowling Green in an attempt for
overtime.

February 5: RIT played Mercyhurst College, where they lost
the contest by a score of 4-3. RIT was down early, but came
back from 4-0 to make it a close game yet fell short of scoring
the tying goal to force extra time.

February 10: Brennan Sarazin, Simon Lambert, and Steve
Pinizzotto scored one goal apiece for the Tigers in the game
versus Alabama Huntsville. Alabama scored a fourth goal,
however, that gave them the victory in the contest, 4-3.
Record through 2/10/06: 7-21-2

Women’s h
February 4: The Lady Tigers shut out St. Anselm College on
home ice. Nicki Werner saved 27 shots on goal, and Brittany
Davies and Becky Jaiven added the two winning goals for flIT.

February 5: St. Anselm paid RIT back by handing the Lady
Tigers a 6-1 loss. Dayna Birch provided RIT with their lone goal
in the third period of play.
Record through 2/5106: 14-6-0

Jimmy Sorel, a second-year packaging science student, leaps a
on Tuesday, February 7, 2006. Chris Felber/REPORTER Magazine

Men’s Swimming and Diving
February 4: flIT’s Swimming and Diving squad handed Empire
8 rival Nazareth a 140-76 loss in the water. Erik Zelbacher made
headlines by grabbing two new pool records.

Event Winners
400-Yard Relay: R IT ‘B’ (4:20.001
800-Yard Freestyle: Eric Stevens (9:35.05)
200-Yard Freestyle: Phil Baudoin (2:08.42)
50-Yard Freestyle: Erik Zelbacher (23.86)
200-Yard Individual Medley: Matthew Jenkins (2:22.221
1-Meter Dive: Quinn Donahoe (301.50)
20-Yard Butterfly: Adam Luptak (2:14.40)
100-Yard Freestyle: Erik Zelbacher (53.14)
200-Yard Backstroke: Tyler Morrison (2:23.43)
400-Yard Freestyle: Phil Baudoin (4:36.22)
3-Meter Dive: Quinn Donahoe (267.70)
200-Yard Breaststroke: Chris Walczk (2:42.50)
400-Yard Freestyle Relay: RIT ‘B’ 13:49.35)

Women’s Swimming and Diving
February 4: 137-97 was the final team score with which
Nazareth College defeated the Lady Tigersharks.

Event Winners
200-Yard Freestyle: Kristen Curtze (2:20.88)
1-Meter Dive: Gretchen Anderson (192.101
100-Yard Freestyle: Kristen Curtze (1 :03.28)
3-Meter Dive: Gretchen Anderson (212.95)

Wrestling
February 4: RIT Wrestling battled against other competing
schools at the twentieth annual John Summa Invitational. flIT
earned fifth place in the competition, and the highlight for
the Tigers was Luke Baum’s 141 lb championship title, as he
defeated all three of his opponents.

February 8: flIT and SUNY Oneonta faced off at the Clark Gym
in their meet, where RIT won the team match, 25-12.

Event Winners
Julian Nicholas (133 Ibs)
Luke Baum (141 Ibs)
Mike Pietrowski (149 Ibs)
Nate Bachmann (157 Ibs)
Brad Strite (174 Ibs)
Justin Betz (184 Ibs)
Zach Greenberg (197 Ibs)

hurtle during a 55-meter dash at practice in Gordon Field House
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These teams can see through the snow covered turf field and icy track
into the promises of spring. Spring season can hold many wins, records,
and star players, and the spring sports teams are training hard to prevent
any of these sunny promises from slipping away into the cold vacuum
that is the rest of the year.

BasebaLl
A slew of left handed pitchers and fielders, a brother duo, and a group of
players able to play every position on the field characterize the composition
of this seasons baseball team. It is this chemistry that Coach Rob Grow said
will lead to success. “This is a group that really understands that everyone is
important.”

Compared to last year, Grow said that this season’s team has a lot more depth.
“There are two or three guys that can play every position.. .that can get us out
of any situation in a game,” said Grow. Returning to the team are three senior
captains: Cohn Bradley, Mark Sapienza, and Adam Gerentine along with junior
Mike Fox. The team is also getting two college transfers: juniors Dan Christner
and Chad Hendy. Another newcomer to watch is freshman Chris Miller, a
left-handed pitcher whose brother is on the team and according to Grow will
hopefully provide “some brotherly competition and support.”

With this new and returning talent, the team will work to improve their previous
18-15 record and possibly reach the team’s all-time record wins of 22. Grow said,

“We want to perform well, take pride in ourselves, and make post season in the
right fashion—[with] hard work, there is no substitute.”

Men’s and Women’s Crew
“We are of the philosophy that the races won in spring are actually won during
the winter months, getting mileage in on the indoor rower,” said crew coach

Jim Bodenstedt. With an intense winter training program,
which according to Bodenstedt is, “second to none in Division
Ill rowing,” the men’s and women’s crew teams hope to reach
high standings in the spring tournaments. Bodenstedt said,

“Without commitment, no one is moving forward together, or
in our case, backward.”

Along with a commitment for physical prowess, Bodenstedt
said that the team will also need to improve “their mental
toughness.” He said, “We are going to have to be the mentally
tough David and row the Goliaths down I”

Men’s
With a previous record of 4-2 and an overall sixth place finish
at the New York State Intercollegiate Rowing Championships
(NYSIRC), the men’s team has plenty of successful momentum
to propel them this year. “I’m looking to seniors Travis Driscoll,
Derik Bibb, Nate Deering, Scott Auger, and Erik Siewert to
make the difference this year,” said Bodenstedt. “These
oarsmen have talent, skill, and desire.”

Women’s
A bout of illnesses and injuries throughout the year isn’t going
to faze the women’s team this season. “. . .They remain positive
and focused on being competitive this spring,” said Bodenstedt.
Ellen Cretekos and Jenna Venturini return as captains and
look to improve their previous record of 2-3 and a third place
Division III finish at the NYSIRC. Bodenstedt said, “Both Ellen
and Jenna have been in fast boats before, so they know what
needs to get done.”

Men’s lacrosse players heft to right) Garrett Johnson and Tim Griffin battle for the ball during practice Saturday morning, February 11, 2006.
David Wright/REPORTER Magazine
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Men’s Lacrosse
“Fortunately we returned pretty much everybody from last year’s group,” said
head coach Gene Peluso, “so our expectations are higher.” With two returning
All Americans, Dave Thering and Zach Bednarz, defenseman Jake Tuller, and
goalie John Foley, the season should be a strong one. The team also has two
new transfers, Eric Pritchard and Scot Farress who have already shown potential.
Overall, the team has a strong offense with a growing defense.

“Our motto is ‘in it to win it’. We’ve really changed a lot of how we do things in
preparing for the season and we are going to be very focused. We want to make
sure we are a little more consistent than we were last year,” said Peluso.

The hardest obstacle for the men’s team to overcome this season is their tough
schedule. Over the course of the season they will face several top ranked
teams. However, that challenge has become part of the team’s plan. “There are
three goals total: win the Empire 8 championship and compete for the national
championship land] ultimately our goal is to be a better team in May than we
are in early spring,” said Peluso.

Women’s Lacrosse
“Although our record does not show the accomplishments we made last season,
we made some huge strides,” said Tricia Manley, head coach of the women’s
lacrosse team. “Compared to the first year I came to RIT, the skill level and
determination has improved dramatically.” The women have struggled with
points, but as a team they have improved. Improvement and experience are the
key aspects of this year’s team.

“We have picked up the intensity of our practices and conditioning. Our intent is
to not be out worked mentally or physically on the field. We looked to improve
our scoring opportunities, our consistency of play, and our transition game,”
said Manley.

The team is focusing on five goals for this season: to learn from mistakes,
improve skills everyday, come ready to play, maintain a strong work ethic, and
never give up as a team and always stick together. “We have a solid group of
returners as well as a promising group of newcomers.. .Whether it is leadership,
good skills, or a sense of humor we would not be a ‘team’ without each and
every one of them.”

SoftbaLL
No growing pains or rush to fill in vacancies for this season’s softball team. The
team returns all starting players except one. Katie Grenga will replace Gretchen
Goodhue as shortstop. With such a stable, veteran team, Coach Jack Carpenter
looks to improve on last year’s record of 20-18. “We’re hoping for at least 25
wins this year,” said Carpenter. “It’s tough to get into the 20s, and we’ve been
fortunate to get 20s in the past years—20, 24, 28.”

While Carpenter said that the team’s pitching is in great shape this season,
especially with Allie Sitton returning, the team’s hitting could use some work.

“Last year we should have won five or six games.. .but we weren’t able to hit
when we needed to,” said Carpenter. With Caitlin Krumm and Josa Hanzlik
returning, Carpenter said that the future looks promising. The possibility of
attaining their ultimate goal appears to be within grasps, as Carpenter put it,

“To win the conference and go to the NCAAs!”

Men’s Outdoor Track and Field
Consistency is key, and constantly improving every week will
help the men’s track and field team this season. “We need to
be more consistent in everything we do from training to racing
to our daily habits,” said head coach David Warth. “It’s tough to
be consistent when they have to deal with everything student
athletes have to deal with; classes, tests, and labs.”

The team finished eighth out of 14 teams at the conference
championship last year, and this season the team’s aim is to
be in the top five. A strong returning roster will help in that
endeavor. Javelin thrower and NCAA qualifier Steve Burns,
hurdler and NCAA qualifier Jimmy Sorel, 400-meter runner
Matt Bango, miler Jesse Williamson, and long distance runner
Nate Lowe are some of the key returning members.

Rh track members’s feet pound the indoor track at Gordon Field House during practice on Tuesday, February 7, 2006. Chris Felber/REPORTER Magazine
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“A team is much more than thät,’~ said Warth, “you need a wide range of people.
I could go on for about an hour on all the kids that can fill in and have done a
good job for us.” Since track is both a team and individual sport, each athlete
needs to improve in order for the season to go well. “Each week we want to
get better. Each week we want every single person to focus on themselves first
and ~et better themselves, and the team will go right along with each individual
getting bet’ter,” explained Warth.

RlTSoftballs outfielder, Rachel Richard IleftI and Gretchen Goodhue, shortstop,
practice together in the Clark Gym on February 7, 2006.
Young Jang1REPORTER Mabazine

øv~~

Women’s Outdoor Track and Field
With a smallerfemale population, it’s hard for the women’s track
and field team to get the numbers needed to easily fill events.
Although the women’s team does not have as many members,
the athletes that are part of the team are exceptional.

“Their goals are a little bit higher in terms of placing,” said head
coach David Warth. “We can score points with a lot of men
scoring from fourth to eighth, but with the women, we need
our few number of women to score from third to first. We have
to be more aggressive with them.” Warth keeps most of the
same goals that he has for the men’s team and tries to reach
them with the women’s team. Warth believes the athletes he
does have are able to achieve a place in the top five as well as
several placing high individually.

With thrower Alison Griggs, middle distance runner Danielle
Simmons, hurdler and sprinter LaKeisha Perez, and distance
runner Trisha Sliker all returning, along with newcomer jumpers
Lindsay Kolceski and Elizabeth Shattuck, the women’s season
looks promising. “Getting them used to winning, used to being
at the top, is what we need to work on,” said Warth. “Fear of
success—not thinking high enough—is our biggest obstacle.”

Men’s Tennis
Coming from a championship season last year is daunting for
this year’s green men’s tennis team. “This year is unpredictable.
None of the starting players on the team from last year are
returning this year,” said Coach Frank Solome. “We have many
talented newcomers, but we are not sure yet how we will fit
in amongst the other schools.” Last year, the team ended with
a dominating 11-2 record that was finalized with an Empire 8
Conference Championship victory.

The team’s newness doesn’t mean it is void of talent. “Jose
Guzman from Guatemala brings passion, talent, feel, and
positive energy to the squad,” said Solome. “Justin Eastman is
another freshman who is a driven athlete, very competitive and
hard working.” Freshmen Han Wei Chong and Chris Meunch
will also be rising to the net this season.

The team will keep its eyes on its toughest rivals—Nazareth,
Ithaca, and University of Rochester—and look towards a
season of strong competition. Solome said, “I would ultimately
love the team to win the conference championship and repeat
another successful season. However.. if they invest their
hearts and energy into the game.. .they will have an ending
sense of self satisfaction and victory.”

Justin Eastman, first year finance major, returns Chris Muench’s
serve at a men’s afternoon tennis practice on Febuary 10, 2006 in
Gordon Field House. Ralph Smith/REPORTER Magazine.
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VIEWS Cci 

compiled by Casey Dehlinger 

All calls subject to editing and truncation. Not all calls will be run. 

Reporter reserves the right to publish all calls in any format (potentially 

online podcasts, when the technology happens). 

Wednesday 6:31 a.m. 

First off, I'm f---ing pissed off that this is not busy and it's 6 o'clock 

in the morning or 6:30 whatever in the morning on the day of f---ing 

registration. Frankly, I'm pissed off at f---ing registration. Stupid SIS 

doesn't ever work, always kicks me off when I'm trying to load s---. I 

type in the numbers but nothing comes up, and I have to go through 

this f---ing slowly but surly method? There has to be a better way. 

Friday 4:35 p.m. 

Hi, Reporter. Do you think it's weird for a guy to get his eyebrows 

waxed? That's all. 

Friday 8:47 p.m. 

Yea, I don't know if you've noticed but, uh, all that stuff about "hi, I'm 

a girl around campus?" I don't know. Are you guys doing that? Is that a 

real girl? I don't know. I didn't think they actually went to this school, I 

don't see enough of them. If it's real, let me know. 

Friday 11:25 p.m. 

Hey, Reporter. I called a couple weeks ago and I talked about Jessica 

Simpson and how I was kind of excited that she got a divorce but kind 

of upset at the same time. So, it's me again, I just wanted to call back 

because I feel that I was misrepresented because you never said that 

I was a female voice talking about Jessica Simpson being divorced 

because I'm a female. She is hot. But I was calling because I wanted 

to tell you that I thought Angelina Jolie is much hotter. Now, her baby 

news, you know, I'm really excited she's pregnant, but I just wanted to 

call and confess that it's my kid. Because Angelina Jolie and I definitely 

have had a relationship going on and I thought Reporter should be the 

first to know about it .. I'm a woman and I would totally switch teams 

for Angelina Jolie. 

Friday 11:41 p.m. 

Starkweather!!!!!!!!!! [another musical compilation that you don't get 

to hear] 

Saturday 1:17 a.m . 

. . . I know Reporter has Crime Watch, but you should have Sexy Watch .. 

Saturday 1:27 a.m. 

Dude, are you sure this is really the RIT Rings? Sweet! I'm back in my 

room ... l'm going to hang up now. This is creepy. 
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Saturday 1:35 a.m. 

Hi! You know, I was thinking about f---ing you the other day, but then I 

changed my mind. I decided to turn into a lesbian ... And ... umm ... didn't 

know you'd be interested in that. Give me a call at...585.721.83 I'd 

really love to hear from you. You are f---ing hot. Take care. 

Saturday 1:53 a.m. 

I f----- up Canada for everyone. I'm so sorry. No, wait. Adam did, not me, 

what am I talking about? 

Saturday 2:09 a.m. 

Yo, Reporter, I just wanted to know why there isn't enough disco in this 

bizznatch .. 

Saturday 2:19 a.m. 

So my good old buddy Nate just kicked me in the face and, uh, well, 

let's just leave it at things got out of hand. He kicked me in the face 

and then we got into a fight, and there's blood everywhere. We're still 

good pals after the whole thing, but I'm feeling kinda dizzy, so I'll talk 

to you later. 

Saturday 2:40 a.m. 

Yo, Woody Allen just showed up and I so just f------ up Canada for 

everyone. 

Saturday 2:58 a.m. 

[Ridiculously long epic rap in commemoration of Rico. It's like The 

Odyssey of rap.I 

Saturday 4:48 a.m. 

Hey! Hey! Stop calling me! You drunkaholics! Bye. 

Saturday 1:11 p.m. 

Hey, Reporter. it's Shawn, just calling to make sure your box isn't full .. 

So, I'll probably talk to you later, bye. 

Saturday 10:18 p.m. 

Hello, love! [laughing!] I drank too much wine and cheese! 

Saturday 10:18 p.m. 

So somebody f---ing pooped in a toaster, who gives a sh--7 I'm gonna 

poop in a f----- in a microwave and plug it in and turn it on. That would 

be some stinky f----- sh--. I'm gonna do it. I'm gonna go over there and 

it'll be funny as hell .. 

Saturday 11:17 p.m. 

Answer me this question, Reporter magazine: we have a drunk dial line 

on campus, but we're not allowed to drink on campus. What the f--- is 

that about? Oh, Al, won't you ever learn? 

Saturday 11:37 p.m. 

Hey, what's up, Reporter? I just wanted to give a shout out to all the 

guys at RIT with long hair. Just cut your f---ing hair. Never has been or 

will be long hair in fashion. So, cut it.. .Just make sure it happens. 

As appreciated as all the musical numbers are. that's why the machine 
always fills up before Sunday. 
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by Jen Loomis I illustration by Mike Norton

OK, RIT. I’ve had enough. If I hear even one more off-the-cuff
complaint about the Sentinel, I’m going to get seriously pissed off.
Don’t get me wrong; I’m all for intellectual debate where the value
of art is concerned. What I’m not for is criticism sans thought. My
point? It you’re going to hate on a towering and majestic piece
of art, you’d best have some basis for your angst. Posing empty,
callous complaints isn’t going to cut it anymore.

“It just looks like a big, ugly pile of metal.”

This comment is perhaps the most prevalent one around campus,
due to its extremely obvious nature. It is also a comment that I
heartily disagree with. There is a heavy air of drama that surrounds
the Sentinel and its location; you just have to take the time to look
for it. I have my own interpretation of the scene:
There’s an armored knight, wielding a metal shield and riding atop
a copper-colored horse. The horse stands broad-footed, allowing
students to take shelter underneath the massive warrior. The
stalwart and his stallion stand as tall as the surrounding buildings
that they are sworn to protect. To the right lies the Ritter Arena,
where the Spartans of RIT do battle (read: where the Tigers
play hockey). To the rear, there is the Student Union, where
the peasants gather to eat Ben and Jerry’s. To the left lies the
Eastman Building, where Al Simone, the vaunted king, watches
his champion from an office window.

Now, my interpretation may not perfectly match the intentions of
the artist, nor should it. The Sentinel stands tall on RIT’s campus,
in part, to encourage some sort of free thought from the student
body.

“The Sentinel has nothing to do with RIT and doesn’t ‘fit’ the
campus at all.”

To be fair, this is an acceptable statement; I’m sure there are a
number of sound reasons why the Sentinel might not fit on our
campus. The problem is that I never get to hear any of those
reasons. Instead, I hear a quick jab at the statue. Then, I hear
silence.
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Personally, I think that this statue makes a great metaphorical statement
about RIT. The statue is made of strong, solid metal that’s been pieced
together in a (somewhat) chaotic fashion by fire. To recap: the Sentinel
is a combination of cold, solid metal and a warm, chaotic process. Our
campus curriculum is no different in that regard: we have our cold, solid
technology and our warm, frenzied art. The only difference is that the
Sentinel does a better job of combining the two than our student body
does. From that vantage point, it appears as though the Sentinel is acting
as a guide towards unity for this campus.

Again, there is a lot of breathing room for interpretation surrounding this
statue, which is characteristic of modern art and is meant to invoke a
certain amount of creativity in the viewer.

“Uh...you suck.”

Alright, this maybe be true. It’s entirely possible that I suck at life and
that my ideas about the Sentinel are the product of too much caffeine
and not enough Spicy Nacho Doritos. But, what I’m pushing for here is
not a universal, unabashed acceptance of my ideas. I don’t need a chorus
of people singing songs of my wisdom. Instead, what I’d like to hear is a
discourse among the discontented.

In order to appreciate modern art, the viewer must commit some time
to his viewing. That’s where the system breaks down at RIT; passers-by
are too quick to take a quick glance and then pass right on by. So, just
take a few minutes next time you walk past the Sentinel and make an
effort to appreciate it.

Preferably, before this sentinel for the Sentinel becomes a vigilante
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needajob?
center for campus life
positions available: sta

artist and

we.
deveIóp~r

artist
Create large banners and displays promoting student events as well as design artworl’
on the computer for Major Events and other Campus Life programs. Additional signagE

for events/building operations will be created as needed

developerY
Develop web applications using PHP and MySQL. Daily maintenance of the Center for Campus
Life Web site. Administer the CCL server including back-up and security updates. Occasional
design and implementation of Web pages.

To apply: Submit a copy of your resume to the Campus Life Office (Room 2130) on the second floor of the RlTreat in the Student Alumfl
Union. Please include the days and times you are available to work. For additional information on these positions, visi
http://www.rit.edu/—967www/. Click on the ‘jobs” link at the top of the page. Contact Carol Reed: 475-6931 I cjr2033@rit.edl

Paid Advertisement

AIM

Center ‘a EventsatRlT
forCampus

Building Student Porticipolion in RIP.
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Make me your buddy




